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For such a small book it is packed with all the information I was looking for! All 45 pages gave me
the information and tools I needed and was hoping this little book would provide. It's a very easy
read. Nothing over my head and the step by step format was perfect for me to follow. Donna starts
out with a very simple yet complete introduction. Sweet and to the point. Then she provides a prayer
for protection. Law of abundance, again explained well. Candle burning covers dressing the candles
and then right into rituals. Such as money attraction, release from money difficulties which I know I
need at this point in my life. Many more rites are provided in this book. She has several layout
drawings for you to follow and again are easy to understand. She also covers charm bags and
magical recipes such as body lotions, bath crystals and even floor washes! She explains herbs used
for and in charms and concludes with Psalms that are and can be applied. I love this book so much I
ordered another copy so I would be sure to not be without one when it does go out of print like so
many books do.

I love dona rose spell books. She does not beat around the bush, but get down to business. The

book contains spells that works and have been tried. It not a big book because it only contains
money spells that works. If you looking for a book to talk about ethics, how spell work, or mumbo
jumbo then dont buy this book because it does not cover that. If you looking for money spells that
have been tried and works, then by all means get this book and get down to busineas.

This is not the largest book of money spells that is available but you will not be disappointed with the
contents. This has some very good spells that are absolutely tried and true, spells that work time
and time again. No metaphysical library is complete without this book!

This book was not what I thought it would be. I thought it had simple money rituals that did not
require much. I was mistaken. The price is not bad to return it. Maybe I can do one or two money
rituals.

For fast cash on hand,use this as iam using it now.Very good to try your luck,especially when you
have nothing to lose and alot to gain.Abundance to all in need!!!.

This book has a few good advices and rituals but some of them require a ton of ingredients. Some
those ingredients, I don't even know what they are. Anyway this book is designed for someone who
has advanced knowledge of this stuff and not for lay people like me.

Her directions are too abstract. Definitely, not very clear! Too much this, that and the other involved
as well. Too many things to buy in order to do the Spells!

I tried a spell last Thursday and got a small check in the mail on Saturday.I used the simple spell to
find money of money on page 45
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